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ARIES
THE revitalising Aries New Moon late March will
feel reinvigorating after the stop-start feeling earlier
in the month. You’ll enjoy juggling various
activities but must guard against exhaustion. You
are a powerhouse, but with Venus retrograde, it’s
time for self-nurturing. Romance will step up a
notch mid-April; singles may meet a keeper, but all
Rams must avoid conflict then.
TAURUS
VENUS, your sign’s ruler will be retrograde until
mid-April, suggesting a period of reflection will
prevail behind the scenes over the next two months,
as you consolidate events in February. But make no
mistake, there is a proactive element to the next two
months too, largely revolving around getting up to
date, not only with those you love, but with your
own plans, too.
GEMINI
AN unpredictable character in your environment
will respond to a gentle and proactive approach,
rather than an aggressive stance, so take things easy
early in March to see projects and dynamics
through to their best conclusion. An ideal situation
to do with study, sport, travel or legal matters will
reveal a practical way to get ahead with your
ventures and interests.
CANCER
YOU’LL begin to feel increasingly settled as your
plans begin to take shape in March, after a restless
or erratic phase. Mid-March will provide insightful
financially, and events will propel you towards an
agreement that could open doors, especially if you
avoid stand-off conflict then. Prepare to build
stability in your life as events in April will support
your efforts.

LEO
THE next few weeks will offer you the chance to
re-evaluate an important area of your life,
specifically an area you share, such as your home
space, financial duties or commitments. You may
feel like charging ahead in these areas, but quiet
contemplation rather than impulsive decisions will
work better for you in the long run. Build strong
foundations first.
VIRGO
FOCUS on boosting health and fitness in March.
It’s also a good time for de-cluttering and a Spring
clean. An emotional cleanse will be invaluable too:
let go of emotions, such as anger, that no longer
serve a higher purpose. Get set to be bold with your
statements, plan financial progress, but avoid
gambling. Someone may need your help or will
have a healing influence.
LIBRA
A SURPRISE, the chance to heal, and the
opportunity to forge ahead with your ventures
especially in connection with groups and friends,
will all feature in March and April. A turning point
will arise mid-April, especially to do with a health
or work matter. Someone who is unpredictable will
behave true to form, but you will be able to work
with this – as opposed to against it.
SCORPIO
APPROACH a stop-start atmosphere in your daily
routine patiently; avoid tempers and stick to your
plans, and you should manage to implement your
ideas well. Early April will be an especially good
time to expedite exciting plans. Just exercise your
due diligence and you should excel. The end of
April will prove to be revitalising in your
partnerships, business and personal.

SAGITTARIUS
SATURN in your sign will make an increasingly
productive link with Uranus over coming months,
providing you with the opportunity to boost your
sense of self; your contentment in life and
prospectively also your sense of stability. This will
occur in unexpected or unusual ways, so be
prepared to think ‘outside the box’, as you build a
solid, but inspired way forward.
CAPRICORN
WHILE you’re known as steadfast you too, can feel
agitated. Luckily the sense of intensity and
restlessness left over from February will diminish
as a new, more grounded approach to a
circumstance permits you to move ahead with more
direction. Avoid conflict mid- and end of March
and mid-April. Be open to a new approach to an old
situation; and to new opportunities.
AQUARIUS
A TRIP to an old haunt may bring back more than
memories; you may reconsider how you see
yourself, your values, and someone else. You’ll
appreciate the chance to build solid foundations in
relationships, and you may face some truths.
Whether you do this through travel, spirituality,
sport or study, you’ll feel all the wiser for it. Take
the time to ensure your finances are healthy.
PISCES
THIS is an excellent time to consider how far
you’ve already come this year, and to make tracks
to make the rest of the year equally as dynamic. If
your year has started slowly, now is the time to get
things back on track by going over old ground,
especially regarding finances and your love life.
Both of these areas should be looking up towards
the end of April, if not before.
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